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STANDING THE TEST OF TIME AND INTEGRITY: PACE/ARTSLAB
By Linda Blincko, Creative Director, Depot Artspace
Well-known and widely quoted politicians are often haunted by a past of broken promises which
competing parties and mischievous reporters are wont to exploit. George Bush’ famous “watch
my lip…no new taxes” is such an example, never to be forgotten or lived down.
If there’s someone who can’t be faulted when it comes to standing by their commitment,
especially in the creative sector which is often under-represented and overlooked, it’s Helen Clark.
I came across this piece in Art News of Summer 1998, written during Helen’s time as PM and which
showed her passion for and commitment to the arts. She comments on the distinctiveness of
Aotearoa NZ creativity and the need for government to invest in the arts and culture both locally
and internationally.
Our personal experience of her
commitment was the establishment of
PACE (Pathways to Arts and Cultural
Employment) in November 2001, a
visionary programme which supported
artists into employment in their chosen
career. Depot Artspace has been running
PACE/ArtsLab since 2002 with considerable
success for its creative sector clients. It’s
fantastic to see wise investment continue
to bear fruit after so many years. We have
worked with around 2000 creatives over
nearly 18 years, supporting at least 70%
into employment. That’s a goodly
proportion of talented people contributing
to the creative economy along with a
$28,000,000 benefit saving to government.
“Through our art a more rounded image of New
Zealand and its talent can be communicated.
And with greater recognition of our artists will
undoubtedly come greater economic benefits.”
Helen Clark, Art News, Summer, 1998
Photo credit: Fairfax Media https://www.radionz.co.nz/programmes/the-9thfloor/story/201842639/the-commander-helen-clark
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